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ABOUT VIC ICT FOR WOMEN

Founded in 2005, Victorian Information Communication Technology for Women Network
(VICT4.W) is a not-for-profit organisation that operates to increase the entry, retention,
and progress of women in the technology industries.
Our vision is to actively promote and support women throughout their ESTEAM careers.
Our mission is to provide a range of practical and sustainable initiatives that will promote
urban and regional women’s entry, retention, and progression in tech.
In FY21, we achieved our vision and mission through the delivery of five programs,
highlighting lifelong growth options from primary school to executive level. The programs
are available to all and are organised and delivered by our Board and volunteers and
funded through our sponsors.
There are many other initiatives within the industry that focus on gender diversity. What
makes Vic ICT for Women unique is that we take a holistic approach to diversity. Our
programs are focused across all ages of women, from young schoolgirls and women at
university, through to those already in the industry all the way to industry leaders. Our
programs are designed to impact change and affect diversity at throughout a woman’s
education and career.
Vic ICT for Women have been recognised by the industry for its contribution and was
awarded the #Tech Diversity Award for Champion of the Year 2019. This distinguished
award recognises the extensive work that the entire VIC ICT for Women team contributes
to the industry.
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

Dear Members,
We are pleased to present the Vic ICT for Women Annual Report for 2021.
The emergence of COVID-19 in early 2020 had a significant impact in how we interacted
with our members, especially in community-based events, which traditionally make up
most of our network’s activities annually.
Technologies such as Zoom, Teams, and Slack were adapted to ensure members and
volunteers stayed connected and virtual events and online volunteer working groups
became the norm over the past year. Social media and online social platforms were also
used to enable members and volunteers to connect with one another in 2021.
From a financial perspective, Vic ICT for Women Board decided to further defer membership
payments for another six months and reduce ticket prices for events in favour of bringing
greater accessibility to the broader community.
Last year, Vic ICT for Women defined our new two-year strategy: a network that actively
promotes and supports women throughout their ESTEAM careers. To do this, we
committed to focus on four areas: Membership, Services, Volunteers and Foundation.
This year, our organisation focus was on bringing the strategy to life.
Chris Skipper-Conway, Chairperson. Ayten Ozenc, Deputy Chairperson.
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In 2021, our Services Delivery Team has proudly hosted 30 events across five major
programs that have reached more than 1,000 participants. Pivoting our delivery from
in-person events to virtual has enabled us to reach and meet the needs of a broader
community without sacrificing quality.

Foundationally, we have focused on board excellence and operational excellence
initiatives, allowing us to move towards a higher level of performance to facilitate future
growth. Vic ICT for Women also continued to invest in marketing, with a more unified
branding across our organisation that spread to our social media platforms.

Our 2021 events ranged from inspirational sessions at our What’s Hot in Tech, to IOW
breakfasts covering pressing topics for women in today’s tech workforce. Our mentor(SHE:)
sessions facilitated and helped women navigate through real-life challenges and sharing
of ideas.

None of this would be possible without support from our sponsors, members, and
volunteers. Thank you to our generous corporate sponsors who financially supported us
this year. We also want to thank the Vic ICT for Women’s Board Members and countless
volunteers, who give so generously of their time to support our organisation and its
members, without whom so much of our success would not be possible.

We also hosted virtual Go Girl, Go for IT, designed to get school-aged children excited for
a future technology career. Finally, our Grad Girl program virtually mentored university
students through the challenges of finding technology work after graduation.

Chris and Ayten

With over 200 volunteers interacting online, we have continued to strengthen our IT
infrastructure and volunteer management capabilities to support our members and
volunteers. We estimated that in this financial year alone, more than 10,000 volunteer
hours have been invested across our organisation. We are encouraged and humbled by
your commitment and support.
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OUR STRATEGY (FY21 - FY22)

In 2020, the Vic ICT for Women Board focused on establishing a two-year strategy, where a small committee worked on our vision, mission, values, pillars, and associated initiatives.
We created a strategy that included a new vision and four key pillars to increase our measurable impact on gender equality for women in tech. In 2021, we focused on implementing
this strategy across all areas of Vic ICT for Women to ensure we are building a solid foundation for growth.

Our pillars:

Our vision:
Our network actively promotes and supports women throughout their ESTEAM careers.
We have incorporated ‘ESTEAM’ in our vision as it encompasses careers across:
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Our services pillar includes focusing on creating sustainable services that span the life
stages of a woman’s career. We did this by reviewing how our programs can overlap, so
there is a clear career path and ensuring that we are offering a range of services that is
inclusive of all women.
Our membership offering was reviewed. We are also in the process of creating additional
value and tools for our members, centralising them in everything we do.
Our volunteers are the hub of Vic ICT for Women. In 2021, we have spent time on internal
change and introducing new processes for onboarding, with a large focus on engagement
and support.
All of this is supported by our foundations. This year, we reviewed our IT systems,
processes, and structure. The Board also embarked on a Board Excellence program
where we reviewed our strengths, areas of improvement, and how we can operate better
as a Board to facilitate growth.
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MEMBERSHIP

SERVICES

Strong
Corporate
Relationships

SIGN IN

Clearly define and execute a
set of sustainable combined
services that span stages of
the career lifecycle

Our 2 Year Strategy
Our network actively promotes and
supports women throughout their
ESTEAM Careers.
By June 2022, we will increase
our measurable impact on gender
equality for women in tech by
focussing on these areas

Positive
Volunteer
Experience

Strong governance
and operational execution

Foster an empowered cohort of
engaged, supported and valued
volunteers contributing to
VICT4W’s success

Launch VICT4W
Diversity Awards

VOLUNTEERS

Board
Excellence

Raise
Awareness
on Diversity
Issues

Complete a
combined
services
roadmap

Maximise
VICT4W
Reach
Expanding the value that we
provide to our member base and
our corporate partners to build
and retain a strong network.

Corporate
Diversity
Offering

Positive
Membership
Experience

Funding and
Investment
Strategy

IT Strategy
for Excellence

community • leadership • make a difference • courage

Strong Brand
Identity

FOUNDATION
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OUR SERVICES

ATTRACT

JOIN

Go Girl, Go For IT

Grad Girls

What’s Hot in Tech

Biennial program

Annual program

3-4 events per year

Go Girl, Go for IT is the largest
free event for school aged girls
from years 5-12. Its aim is to
inspire young girls to consider a
career in STEM by showcasing
some of the exciting and
possible career opportunities
in Tech.

600 students
registered for the 2021
Go Girl Cyber Edition event

Grad Girls is a first of its
kind, award winning, one-year
program for female tertiary
students enrolled in STEM
degrees, to discover the
pathways available when taking
the first step in their career. The
program is run independently
from universities making it the
only free of charge, all university
inclusive program in Australia.

128 female students from 19
educational institutions participated in
Grad Girls program, including 8 events
Over 200 volunteers across FY21,
including Board Members
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RETAIN

What’s Hot in Tech is a unique
event that brings industry leaders
from cutting-edge technology
together with professionals in an
interactive showcase event that
features emerging technologies
and industry trends. We attract
innovative companies and
professionals across the ESTEAM
industry and provide them with an
opportunity to learn, explore, and
discuss leading trends and hot
topics in tech.

80 participated in 1 major
What’s Hot in Tech event

Over 10,000 volunteer hours
across FY21

Importance of Women in IT
10 events per year

The Importance of Women
in IT series is a morning
speaker event that allows
women and men to share their
career and personal journeys
with others. We aim to foster
a positive community that
inspires, encourages, and gives
permission for others to dream
about what is possible in
their careers.

463 participated in 10

Importance of Women in IT events

PROGRESS
mentor(SHE:)

Annual program

mentor(SHE:) is a unique
mentoring program, with the
aim of supporting women
and maintaining the retention
rates of women working
in the technology sector.
The program is designed to
build confidence, provide
networking opportunities,
and facilitate professional
development.

120 mentors and mentees
participated in mentor(SHE:)
program, including 9 events

Impacted around 1,000 participants
across our programs in FY21

In 2021, our service team hosted 30 events across five major programs that have
reached more than 1,000 participants. Pivoting our delivery from in-person events to
virtual has enabled us to reach and meet the needs of a broader community without
sacrificing quality.
Our 2021 events ranged from inspirational sessions at What’s Hot in Tech to IOW
breakfasts covering pressing topics for women in today’s tech workforce.
Our mentor(SHE:) sessions facilitated and helped women navigate through real-life
challenges and sharing of ideas. We also hosted virtual Go Girl, Go for IT, designed
to get school-aged girls excited for a future technology career. Finally, our Grad Girls
program virtually mentored university students through the challenges of finding work
in ESTEAM industries after graduation.

Annual Report 2021
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“We enjoyed attending the online workshop experience. We can’t wait
to do it again next year. Thank you for organising this for us! It was
super fun.” Year 11 Student from St Mary’s College

Who we are

What we do

Go Girl, Go for IT aims to educate and inspire schoolgirls from Years 5 to 12 to consider
a career in ESTEAM.

We seek to educate and inspire girls that STEM is more than its stereotypes—it’s fun,
dynamic, and creative, where you can be outgoing, expressive, and even solve the
problems of tomorrow. We’re here to grow an inclusive mindset and excite girls to meet
universities, organisations, and role models that will make them believe they can be a part
of an incredible ESTEAM future.

Studies show that only three per cent of school girls are considering a career in STEM and
only one in four Australian IT graduates are female. This is despite a 70 per cent growth of
IT jobs since 1996, women account for only 16 per cent of IT roles in Australia.
As girls decide what they are “good at” and what to focus on post-high school, Go Girl, Go
for IT plays a crucial role in showcasing the full range of opportunities STEM offers, and
the possible career options they can pursue.

Our year in review
We held CyberEdition 2021, our second year as a virtual event.
Go Girl, Go for IT events have always been a place where any girl who’s able to come
to the conference is welcome. We wanted to extend that same feeling to our virtual
event, too.
For 2021’s Cyber Edition, we pivoted to accommodate even more girls, parents, guardians,
and schoolteachers to attend. We had attendees let us know what videoconferencing
platform was used at their school, then connected them with the speakers, presenters,
and volunteers who could present and support the platform of choice, making it a more
seamless experience.
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OUR SERVICES

Thank you
to our
program
sponsors
Community impact

Our sponsors

The biggest impact of the program is that young school-age female students are given an
event specifically to increase their interest in STEM.

Thank you to our wonderful sponsors who supported this program. There were more than
15 companies that sponsored our event and it would not have been possible without their
generous support.

The other impact is we have been able to reach parents and teachers who are remotely
distanced. We’ve interacted with them and inspired them directly from their location
thanks to Cyber Edition.
We’ve also been able to inspire not just the girls who attend, but also the parents, teachers
and guardians who also attended, and inspired them more broadly to get back into STEM
or be more involved.

Our Diamond Sponsors included ANZ Bank and Deakin University. A big thank you as well
to our Platinum, Gold, Silver, & Bronze sponsors . Thank you also to our Friends of Go Girl
who work with us to support our mission.

“I wanted to thank you for putting on such a great conference. My daughter’s in year 7
and really enjoyed the sessions. She left feeling inspired and motivated to pick up a few
things she’s been thinking about for a while (like a few of her half built robots). She’ll be at
the next one!” From a parent
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“Although virtual this year, I was very happy with how beautifully everything was
organised. I really enjoyed the sessions and got great insight not only on life in
tech jobs but how we as grads can set ourselves up for a career in tech.”
Feedback from Grad Girls 2021 Virtual Event

Who we are

Our year in review

Grad Girls is a unique, award-winning, program focusing on bridging the gap in
transitioning a student from an academic to a professional life in the tech industry. We
empower students to discover the pathways available when taking the first step in their
career.

Our Grad Girl program runs on the academic year calendar, rather than the financial year
one. During FY21, we ran the second half of the Grad Girls 2020 and the first half of the
Grad Girls 2021 Program.

What we do
Grad Girls is a one-year program targeting female tertiary students undertaking a STEM
related qualification. The program is run independently from universities, making it the
only free, all-university-inclusive program in Australia.
We help bridge the gap between what is taught in tertiary courses and what’s expected for
grads to know when looking for work. Because we bring students across all educational
institutions together as a group, they’re also able to start building their own professional
networks.

10
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Grad Girls ran 6 virtual events run in FY 20-21 for the 2020 program. The program
graduation was held on the 31st of October and had a Halloween theme. Many of our
students were starting to feel the effects of zoom fatigue by this stage, however we were
able to come together one last time. We encouraged our students to reflect and share
their professional and personal achievements from the year. Seven Students 'graduated'
into the MentorShe program for 2021, three students won 1:1 career coaching with Lisa
Cutler (Cutler Coaching) based on their participation throughout the year, and one student
won a 1:1 coffee with a Vic ICT for Women Board member.
The 2021 program started off virtually and we were very lucky to have been able to run 3
sessions face to face in between lockdowns. The 2021 program sessions run in FY 2021 were a mix of coaching and sponsor hosted virtual events. We added two additional
coaching and a public speaking coaching sessions to the 2021 program. These sessions
will take place during the second half of the 2021 program in FY 21-22.

OUR SERVICES

Community impact
The program gives students the confidence and knowledge to make informed decisions
about their career in an environment without biases and corporate agendas. This means
they can use the program to focus entirely on themselves and what they need to help
shape their career.
In the 2020 program, 11 students successfully found employment in the tech industry
and 4 of those were hired by sponsors.

Lastly the Motorola Solutions Foundation has provided us with invaluable funding in both
2019 and 2020 which have allowed the program to provide 1:1 mentoring, career and
life coaching for our eligible students. With the help of the 2020 grant funding, the Grad
Girls program will be adding scholarships to eligible participants to the following courses:
Certified SCRUM Master, AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner Exam, Microsoft Certification,
A Cloud Guru, Bash Shell Scripting, and web development bootcamp.

“I actually got a job offer from one of the recruiters that I made friends with over the
duration of the program. It was really great that those connections that I made actually
led to a job offer from a Grad Girl sponsor company.” From a participant

Our sponsors
We couldn’t run Grad Girl without our amazing sponsors. A special thanks to REA Group
who have sponsored Grad Girls since the inaugural program in 2018. Motorola Solutions
and Arcitecta have been strong supporters of the program for the last 3 years and have
worked very close with the Grad Girls program team to run innovative sessions for the last
3 years. Lastly Leidos is another repeat sponsor for the 2021 program.

CAREER
SUPPORT
FOR FEMALE

STEM
STUDENTS
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“Well done to the team for a really well-organised virtual event (not easy to do).
I’m only sorry the event wasn’t longer, there were some great conversations
happening. I have had plenty of LinkedIn discussions already.”
Feedback from What’s Hot in Tech 2021 Virtual Event

Who we are

Our year in review

What’s Hot in Tech brings together industry leaders and innovators working at the
forefront of the latest trends in technology.

Although lockdowns made face-to-face events impossible, we went virtual for our second
year in a row to continue bringing thought-provoking conversation to our audiences.

What we do

Our 2021 event, ‘Our Ethical Dilemma: AI & Ethics,’ focused on the impact artificial
intelligence is having in almost every aspect of our everyday lives and had more than 80
attendees join virtually from around the country.

What’s Hot in Tech is an interactive event series showcasing emerging technologies
and industry trends in a friendly, informative atmosphere. Leaders, researchers, and
entrepreneurs draw on their passion for their area of expertise to inform and showcase
new trends within our industry, and to encourage innovation and entrepreneurship.

The diverse range of speakers represented a variety of companies and sparked
conversations on everything from: how AI can be used to improve learning outcomes,
through to how AI tools can make businesses more ethical and sustainable.

“Thank you, speakers! It was an amazing session indeed! Looking
forward to the next one soon!” Feedback from What’s Hot in Tech 2021 Virtual Event
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OUR SERVICES

OUR TECH
DILEMMA
TECH EXPERTS SOUND THE ALARM
ON WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT AI, ETHICS AND
EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

Our sponsors
The What’s Hot in Tech program could not exist without the incredible support from
our sponsors, not only in supporting the funding of the event, but also with marketing,
organisation, and providing speakers.
The funding from this year’s sponsors— ANZ Bank, Envirosuite, and Law Squared—will
also be used for an in-person event in 2022, and having the funds already secured allows
us to plan with confidence.

“Well done to the team for a really well-organised virtual event (not easy to do). I’m only
sorry the event wasn’t longer, there were some great conversations happening. I have had
plenty of LinkedIn discussions already.”

VIRTUAL AGENDA

Our What’s Hot in Tech team is thrilled to have you on board for this event.
To help you on the night, please see below a guide with some tips and tricks - we also
have a large dedicated volunteer team who are available to answer any of your questions.

SPEAKER
GUIDE

What participants are saying

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US!

5:20PM

PLEASE JOIN US ONLINE VIA ZOOM

5:30PM

Event Commences

5:45PM

20 mins Keynote Speech - Michelle Pinheiro

6:05PM

Break out rooms commece & warm up activity

6:10PM

Breakout room - ROUND 1, 15mins

6:25PM

Breakout room - ROUND 2, 15mins

6:40PM

Breakout room - ROUND 3, 15 mins

7:00PM

Panel Discussion, 20 mins

7:20PM

Event Close

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHO IS THE AUDIENCE?
The audience is Senior Leaders, Managers and Executives from across technology sectors.
Backgrounds of attendees range from technical specialists, through to specialists and
into management generalists.

WHAT WE ASK FROM YOU:
KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
The keynote speaker is given a 20 min time slot at the beginning of the event to discuss
their view on the event topic: OUR TECH DILEMMA - AI, DATA and ETHICS.
This 20 mins includes Q&A time.
GUEST SPEAKERS:
After the keynote address, the event will move into breakout rooms, which are conducted
via Zoom rooms. Each guest speaker will have 15 mins with an intimate group of
attendees to discuss the event topic: OUR TECH DILEMMA - AI, DATA and ETHICS.
After 15 mins of discussion with your room, the guest speaker will then be moved to a new
room with a new group of attendees. This process will repeat until 3 rounds have been
completed. Some additional points to note:
· Within the breakout room you will be guided by a WHIT volunteer. However, it is
up to you on how you would like to discussion to flow. Some speakers in the past
have done the following:
- introduce themselves and their area of expertise
- ask pre-prepared questions of the attendees
- talk more in detail about their role
- share quick artefacts with the group
How you do this is totally up to you - we do suggest focussing on more interactive
sessions that allow the attendees to get to know you and ask questions.

WHAT COMPANIES ARE REPRESENTED?
We can’t provide speciﬁc company information for privacy reasons but we can let you
know that speakers have come from: NAB, EY, Deloitte, Alfred Hospital, REA Group,
Nvidia, IBM, Giant Leap, Verve, Royal Melbourne Hospital, and many more.
DO I NEED TO PREPARE ANYTHING?
Conversations are guided by attendees at the table, so there is no need to prepare
anything. Just come to the event with your expertise and your passion.
WHAT DOES A SPEAKER DO?
As a What’s Hot in IT Speaker you will lead three 20 minute small group discussions at
your allocated tables. Speakers rotate through three different tables. We will let you know
on the night what tables you are allocated to. At the end of the evening you will
participate in a panel discussion.
HOW MANY ATTENDEES ARE THERE?
Depending on the event there are typically between 90 and 130 attendees, not including
speakers or the volunteer team.
HOW DO I START CONVERSATIONS?
However you feel comfortable. Some speakers choose to introduce themselves and
provide an overview of their specialty topics. Others prefer to simply ask their table what
their most pressing question is.

· You will not get a chance to chat directly with each attendee, however we do
provide a panel at the end of the session for you to answer more questions

ELIZABETH MULHALL
Director, What’s HOT in IT
Vic ICT for Women
elizabethlmulhall@gmail.com
P. 0487 700 036

- If you ever have any questions throughout the event, you can directly chat with a
WHIT volunteer who will be identiﬁable via their Zoom background or their name

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Please also remeber to get social with us!

After the breakout rooms have conclued, we will then ask the speakers to join us
for a ﬁnal panel where the audience will ask questions via Menti. This is your
chance to jump in with any ﬁnal commentary.After the panel, the event will begin to
wrap up. We ask that you stay on the call until 7:45pm
VICICTFORWOMEN
#WHATSHOTINIT

#WHATSHOTINIT

#WHATSHOTINIT

#WHATSHOTINIT

Please also remember to get social with us!

VICICTFORWOMEN
#WHATSHOTINIT

#WHATSHOTINIT

#WHATSHOTINIT

#WHATSHOTINIT
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“Thank you for exposing me to diverse experiences faced by women and
their approaches to happiness and success.” Feedback from event participant

Who we are

Our year in review

The Importance of Women in IT (IOW) is a speaker series where women and men share
their career and personal journeys with others.

In FY2021, we hosted 10 events with more than 460 participants that ranged from
personal development, like “How to Amplify Your Online Influence” to thinking about
different career paths with “Why Women Make Great Project Managers.” Because of
COVID, many of these events were online instead of face to face, and our team did a great
job of delivering an awesome IOW experience virtually.

What we do
We host monthly breakfast programs where inspiring leaders in technology and related
fields share their experiences about their current job, their career and personal choices
that they made along the way, the challenges they have faced, the pitfalls they have
experienced, and the successes they have celebrated.
By hosting these events, we hope that participants will gain different perspectives on
working in IT, be exposed to a variety of career opportunities and paths, expand their
network, and gain an understanding of what’s possible in their industry.

14
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OUR SERVICES

Our sponsors
Our platinum sponsor is ANZ Bank. With their support, we’re able to host our breakfasts
and provide women with these valuable opportunities for networking. During lockdown,
their continued support enabled us to continue running a high-calibre program as we look
to resume in-person events in 2022.

What participants are saying
“Thank you so much for the session this morning, it was packed with valuable and
actionable tips and lightbulb moments.”
“It’s always great to start the day with inspiration and I have left every event with that.
Thank you to all.”

Diversity is not just a
'nice-to-have'...
It's an economic
imperative.

“So inspiring to hear stories of ‘unusual pathways’ to tech leadership. These sessions are
allowing so many people to feel part of a really safe, encouraging community. Thank you.”
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“As a father of two girls, my driver is simple and clear: I want to promote the female
representation in ICT industry, and I’m confident I can make a difference by my effort and
eventually make ICT jobs a preferred choice for women.” Lawrence Dong, first year MentorShe participant

Who we are

Our year in review

Vic ICT for Women’s leading mentoring program, we have directly supported women’s
career growth and elevated gender diversity across STEAM industries for more than 10
years.

2021 was a massive year for us. We connected 120 mentees and mentors from more
than 60 organisations—and more than half were returning participants, a testament to
the strength of the mentor(SHE:) program.

What we do
Today, women are joining the program to get guidance and learn strategies on managing
the career challenges they’re facing, such as maintaining a better work/life balance, dealing
with workplace conflicts, leadership and executive progression, and career changes.
We’re proud to offer an open forum that allows women to discuss these situations.
Unlike other programs, our focus is on community. Both our mentors and mentees come
from a wide range of industries and backgrounds, and at different career stages. That
means that no matter what stage our mentors and mentees are at, we can help support
them.

16
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And despite lockdowns and pandemics, we held nine separate events on topics ranging
from social events to networking to learning how to negotiate, and everything in between.

OUR SERVICES

Our sponsors
Our Gold sponsor for the year was Yellowfin BI, a business analytics firm. Yellowfin provide
financial support, including venue use for in-person events, and also had three mentors
and two mentees participate in mentor(SHE:), truly getting involved in our program. Their
support has been invaluable.

What participants are saying
“Vic ICT for Women’s mentoring program has been such a supportive program for
career progression for our people over the last few years. We have a new record of
Method women who have registered for the 2021 mentor(SHE:) program this year!”
Method Recruitment

“I am proudly participating in Vic ICT for Women’s 2021 mentor(SHE:) program as
a volunteer mentor. As a father of two girls, my driver is simple and clear: I want to
promote the female representation in ICT industry, and I’m confident I can make a
difference by my effort and eventually make ICT jobs a preferred choice for women.”
Lawrence Dong, first year MentorShe participant

Annual Report 2021
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OUR FOUNDATION

Vic ICT for Women embarked on a number of foundational initiatives this year with aims
to better support and offer an improved experience to our members and volunteers.

Board Excellence Program

Board Excellence Program
As part of our foundation pillar of our strategy, the Board has invested in a Board Excellence
program for all Board Members with aims of further uplifting governance, as well addressing
a segregation between strategic and operational running of our Board.
An external governance facilitator was brought in to facilitate a series of workshops and
profiling of board members’ strengths. The program was well received and gave Board
members a better understanding of our strengths and areas of improvement as a Board, as
well as coaching to uplift our capability in order to cater for future growth of the organisation.

VICT4.W Marketing Team
In FY21, an entire marketing team was established with more than 50 volunteers. Prior
to this, marketing was delivered by each program and had varying marketing strategies.
This resulted in an inconsistency with our collateral, brand assets, tone of voice and was
inefficient from a process point of view.
A review was done on the internal skillsets to determine how volunteers could be
transitioned into new roles, within the marketing functions; brand, communications &
socials, design & UX/CX, digital & development, and project management. Some of these
volunteers were existing who transitioned into new marketing roles and others were new
recruits, specifically for this marketing team.
18
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Association Management System (AMS)

Infrastructure

We introduced a membership platform, HiveBrite, that allows us to run the end-to-end
process of our members in one place. This platform is a foundational piece that integrates
opportunities, data management, membership management, event management,
communication, payments, and financial tracking. Not only is it more efficient from an
operational perspective, but it also allows our members and community to engage with
each other.

This year, to support the growth of Vic ICT for Women, we focussed on uplifting our
infrastructure platform and standardising our tools across our services. Areas such as
communication tools, storage, marketing platforms and security were reviewed.

The self-serve functionality means members are empowered to utilise the tools
themselves, aligning with our technology-first principles. This will also provide a space for
people to join our community for free, with a simple sign-up process. The roll out is in the
first phase, and now we can continue to grow our community members and engagement
through the tool. In 2022, we will be able to provide holistic reporting on our services,
events, and member performance, and bring efficiencies in our membership processes.

One of the highlights for Vic ICT for Women is that we actioned a largescale migration of
consolidating our various communication and collaboration tools into one streamlined
platform. This new platform enabled us to better manage and communicate with our
volunteers and assets.

Annual Report 2021
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OUR MEMBERS & SUPPORTERS

Our members are at the heart of what we do. Their membership, community, and
engagement help to keep Vic ICT for Women going.

Corporate Members

In partnership with our corporate, education and individual members, we share a
commitment to diversity and the support of women and girls across all stages of their
careers. We have welcomed new individual and corporate members into our fold.

GOLD

BRONZE

• ANZ
• Ausnet Services
• Bupa
• Energy Australia
• Envirosuite
• ESTA
• KPMG
• NAB
• Newcrest Mining Ltd
• Tabcorp Holdings Ltd
• UniSuper
• Vanguard
• Victoria Police
• Viva Energy Australia

• Defence Health
• ExecCo.Search
• GMT People
• Granite Recruitment & Consulting
• IMA
• M&T Resources
• Method Recruitment
• RXP Services
• Slack
• Stihl
• Telstra Health Aged Disability &

SILVER

Education Partners

• AGL
• Clear Dynamics
• Computershare
• DB Results
• Empired Limited
• IAG
• Kinetic IT
• SAP

• Deakin University
• Monash University
• RMIT University
• University of Melbourne, School of

With the global pandemic still amongst us, we have continued to provide much-needed
support to our members. In 2020, the Victorian Government put physical distancing
restrictions in place, which meant we shifted to virtual programs. Vic ICT for Women
implemented a relief plan for all our existing and new members to extend their membership
beyond the end of the financial year, and into 2021. We thank all our members for
supporting us and look forward to more innovation in the coming year.

New membership value
In 2021 we spent time reviewing our membership value proposition to ensure we gave
consistent support and value for the membership cost. This included reviewing the
different tiers of membership and how Vic ICT for Women can provide more benefits
to our members. We will be launching an improved member plan in 2022, including the
release of our membership platform that incorporates some of these additional benefits.
The membership tool provides a professional space for them to interact with other
likeminded people, share stories, discover programs, opportunities in their network and
book events in one place. Our aim is to increase engagement for our community and
members. By providing even more value, we hope to grow our member base significantly
in 2022. This will be supported by a marketing campaign to drive new memberships.

SIGN IN
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Community Care (Telstra Health ADCC)

• Transurban
• Yellowfin International

Computing & Information Systems

• Victoria University Polytechnic
• Wyndham Tech School

OUR BOARD MEMBERS & TEAM

First Row Chris Skipper Conway (Chairperson), Ayten Ozenc (Vice Chairperson, Secretary), Sigal Pilli (Board
Member, Treasurer), Julie Walker (Board Member), Louiza Nutt (Board Member, Program Director),
Sara Ogston (Board Member, Program Director)
Second Row Caroline Stainkamph (Board Member, Program Director), Elizabeth Mulhall (Board Member,
Program Director), Jessica Maree (Board Member, Program Director), Pritida Vinod (Board Member, Program
Director), Stephanie Chan (Associate Board Member), Nicky Allen (Associate Board Member)
Third Row Julie Garaway (Marketing Consultant), Barbara Weston (Accounts Payable),
Victoria Mstari (Executive Assistant)
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OUR VOLUNTEERS
“"I have been volunteering with Vic ICT for Women for many years. In speaking with our Board and
volunteers over the years, I discovered that the constant elements that unite our volunteers are our stories
and our hearts: we all carry powerful stories and we all want to create and see positive changes for women
in technology." Stephanie Chan, Associate Board Member

BoardWe
Excellence
Program
recognise
that

we are only as good as the people who make everything happen. Vic
ICT for Women is run entirely by volunteers. In FY21, more than 200 volunteers invested
over 10,000 volunteer hours, doing everything from managing our social media, recruiting
for events, running world-class programs, providing mentorship support, and everything
in between—in addition to a global pandemic.

What’s been the most challenging aspect of the last year?
Working in a large organisation, led entirely by volunteers, with limited time and resources
during a global pandemic isn’t for the faint-hearted. With people already working long
hours mostly remotely, asking for more time in front of a computer screen can be difficult.
Volunteers and mentors who are used to putting others first found that it was necessary
to put their own needs on the table in order to prevent burnout.
Managing expectations between sponsors, members, volunteers, and participating
organisations while delivering high-quality virtual events could also be tough to navigate.
And for programs that rely on building in-person relationships, getting into a groove and
creating friendships wasn’t quite as easy as in previous years.
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How has your program risen to the challenge this year?

What are you most proud of this year?

However difficult the year might have been, our volunteers are always ready to rise to
the occasion. We took the year as an opportunity to review our success and challenges
collectively and then collaborate on proactive solutions.

By improving on our structure and processes, we’ve been able to generate incredible
impact in 2021 and set ourselves up for further success in 2022.

We also got crystal clear on transparency and, as things changed, brought people on the
journey with us. Our programs have been open and honest with the people they’ve worked
with as events and expectations changed. We’ve found that this approach has been wellreceived and appreciated.
With in-person communication a thing of the past for much of the year, our team also
focused on building one-to-one relationships with participants. While not quite the same,
doing this has helped us cultivate our community spirit and keep volunteers and program
participants feeling connected.

Though people’s time and commitments changed throughout the year, our volunteers’
dedication never wavered. Not only did they manage to pull off some incredible virtual
events but, most importantly, they supported each other through some of the darkest
days of the pandemic. We’ve heard so many success stories from participants and we’re
so proud to have been able to provide what they need.
So whether you volunteered for an hour or for years, we want to extend our heartfelt
thanks to each and every one of our volunteers. Our organisation wouldn’t be possible
without your generosity and support.
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OUR VOLUNTEERS
Go Girl, Go For IT

Grad Girls

Importance of Women in IT

- Ayesha Ali

- Ashlee Jensen

- Emma Arrigo

- Annabelle Boodhna

- Bron Austin

- Mika Kalaw

- Jane Bilsborough

- Rachael Bunshaw

- Anne Baltazar

- Wendy Lau

- Natalie Byrgiotis

- Adeline Chang

- Sarah Bastiaan

- Laura Mackay

- Simran Dhonchik

- Jo Cusack

- Jordan Bernard

- George Mihailides

- Kate Illsley (Program Director stand-in)

- Sarah Grover

- Elaine Bernardino

- Maria Mirenda

- Lauren Jones

- Vanessa Love

- Mallika Bhoopasamudram

- Krystle Northover

- Marta James

- Ruchika Mittal

- Rosie Busuttil

- Louiza Nutt (Program Director)

- Michael Karpavicious

- Wendy Nguyen

- Therese Chakour-West

- Mandy O’Toole

- Milindi Kodikara

- Connor Sonnen

- Alexandra Caldow

- Vibha Pant

- Tisa Majumder

- Caroline Stainkamph (Program Director)

- Nidhi Chandhibhamar

- Prashasti Pradhan

- Jessica Maree (Program Director stand-in)

- Hina ..Virdi

- Lara Cartwright

- Sridevi Priya

- Margarita Mejia Gaviria

- Jessica Young

- Amanda Chen

- Julie Sugden

- Sara Ogston (Program Director parental leave)

- Sanika Dandekar

- Ashvini Tamgadge

- Isurika Perera

mentor(SHE:)

- Shali De Silva

- Milla Teplitsky

- Prashasti Pradhan

- Ufna Aamar

- Lesley Devlin

- Nandan Thakar

- Sonia Ramza

- Karthikeyan Kameswaran

- Amandeep Dua

- Yonitha Thavayogaraja

- Greg Thom

- Isabelle Kluger

- Elspeth Duffy

- Brendan Tremble

- Hayley Wilkinson

- Bonnie Lucas

- Natalia Fisher

- Abbey Vines

- Julie Garaway

- Hina Virdi

What’s Hot in Tech

- Kathryn Marshall

- Pinar Genc

- Sylvia Wang

- Nicky Allen

- Krystle Northover

- Gloria Gonzales

- Kirsty Watts

- Belinda Boo

- Mano Ravichandran

- Asmita Govind

- Rochelle Weeratungi

- Akanki Brahmbatt

- Bhamini Runa

- Melody Grace

- Mel Yuan

- Jessica Maree (Program Director)

- Rachel Bunshaw

- Itisha Singh

- Katie Henderson

- Alison Currie

- Bhavika Unnadkat

- Jessica Huynh

- Vindiya Dissanayake

- Cathy Weng

- Sandy Iyer

- Tuleisha Lucardie
- Elisabeth Martinez-Canas
- Elizabeth Mulhall (Program Director)
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- Punita Udeshi

Marketing
- Nimisha Abraham

- Jenny Monslave

- Divya Lee Alex

- Kissairis Munoz

- Aiecher Bains

- Wendy Nguyen

- Jordan Barnard

- Krystle Northover

- Katherine Beh Meei Huey

- Louiza Nutt

- Soniya Bendre

- Danielle Pullin

- Natalie Bennett

- Melissa Restea

- Jane Bilsborough

- Jodi Rosenthal

- Khai Ling Chan

- Maddy Runting

- Crystal Chen

- Omar Saleem

- Ruobing Deng

- Jaskirat Sandhu

- Simran Dhonchik

- Christine Sarmili

- Mathew Doly

- Lu Shen

- Ziyu Dong

- Nastasija Silanova

- Joanna Du

- Brooke Alexandra Sim

- Anggita Elmawinda

- Manika Singh

- Julie Garaway (Marketing Director)

- Harveen Singh

- Dara Garcia

- Charmara Somaratne

- Mairian Gildea

- Ashvini Tamgadge

- Paige Girdwood

- Natacha Uzan

- Bianca Hall

- Yaz Vohra

- Mika Kalaw

- Yiran Wang

- Aishwarya Karkera

- Xintong Yao

- Lily Liu

- Madiha Zaidi

- Tuleisha Lucardie
- Tisha Majumder
- Ruhee Meghani
- Nashid Memy
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OUR SPONSORS & PARTNERS

(Go Girl, Go for IT, IOW & WHIT)
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On behalf of everyone at Vic ICT for Women, we would like to express our sincere gratitude for your generous support over the past financial year.
Without your generous contributions and support, our programs would not have been a success for our member community over the past year.

(Go Girl, Go for IT & Grad Girl)

(Go Girl, Go for IT & Grad Girl)

(mentor(SHE:) & Go Girl, Go for IT)

Friend of Go Girl, Go for IT
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TREASURER’S REPORT

Vic ICT for Women finished FY21 with a deficit of $45,681 against a surplus of $3,316 in
FY20 (on an accrual basis). Our revenue for the year was $189,281 ($153,366 in FY20) and
our expenses were $233,962 ($150,049 in FY20). FY21’s results reflect two major factors:
the continuation of the COVID-19 pandemic and a significant investment in uplifting Vic
ICT technological infrastructure.
FY21 continued to be highly impacted by COVID-19. While in FY20 the impact was
restricted to less than four months, the repeated lockdowns and restrictions continued
throughout all of FY21 and beyond. This had a very strong impact on our revenue from
events that had to be held virtually, coupled by a reduction in event pricing across our
events, generated $6,814 in tickets sales as compared to $22,227 in FY20. The free
extension of membership that was granted to our members as part of our COVID-19 relief
for our members generated a decline in membership revenue from $67,727 in FY20 to
$12,692 in FY21.
Conversely, we received some generous grants from 25 sponsors, totalling $153,659
($62,109 in FY20) which offset the reduction in revenue from events and membership.
Furthermore, FY21 was the first year to show mentor(SHE:) registration revenue that
contributed to offsetting the reduction in revenue by $11,366.
As alluded to in last year’s report, this year Vic ICT invested in its infrastructure to ensure
its data is secure and in a new CRM system which will enable the organisation to track
and manage members and event attendees. These two projects and follow-on services
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contributed $94k to the increase in expenses this year. We also invested more in marketing
and governance, which accounted for an additional $30K increase in costs compared
to FY20. This was offset by a cost reduction associated with limitations on travel and
physical events of around $35K.
Despite the difficult year, Vic ICT for Women’s balance sheet as of 30th June is in a strong
position. The cash balance was $476,272 and net assets were $384,983. The balance
sheet included a liability of $68,182 in deferred revenue that was released to the P&L at
the beginning of FY22 when the Go Girl bi-annual event took place.
This is my first year as Vic ICT for Women’s treasurer and I would like to thank Chris
Skipper Conway, our Chair, my fellow Board Members, and Barbara Weston our diligent
bookkeeper for welcoming me to the team and assisting me in fulfilling my role.

Sigal Pilli
Treasurer

FY21 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Victorian Women in ICT Network Incorporated

Victorian Women in ICT Network Incorporated

Income and Expenditure Statement
Year to 30 June 2021

Balance sheet
As at 30 June 2021

		
		

					
Note

2021 $

*2020 $

					Note

2021 $		2020 $

Assets

Income

Cash

PayPal				1,418		(3,913)

Sponsorships			

153,659

62,109

Memberships		2

12,692

67,727

		Cash Management Account		4,750		8,033

Events			

6,814

22,227

		Online Saver Account			470,105		504,854

MentorSHE Registration			

11,366

-

Accounts receivable				447		3,552

Interest income			

256

707

Prepayment				455		

Other revenue			

4,494

595

Total income			

189,281

153,365

					

Less: cost of sales			

923

1,493

Liabilities 			

Gross profit			

188,358

151,872

Total Current Assets				477,174		512,526

Account payable				28,439		213
GST account				(4,734)		3,149
Unearned / deferred income			68,182		79,196

					
Expenditure
Staff payments (Program Delivery, Membership,		 3

60,4129

Total Current Liabilities			91,887		82,558

42,254

					

and General operating costs) 				
Program delivery costs			

25,601

56,489

Net assets						385,287		429,968

Membership administration costs			

64,489

9,026

							

General operating costs			

82,537

40,786

Equity

				
Current year earnings				(44,681)		3,316

				

Retained earnings				429,968		426,652
Total operating expenditure			

233,039

148,556

					
Surplus / (Deficit) for year			

44,681

3,316

Total Equity at 30 June 2020			
		

385,287		

429,968		

*Reclassified
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Notes to the Financial Statements for the year ending 30 June 2021
1.		 Statement of significant accounting policies
		 The accounting policies set out below have been 		
applied consistently to all periods presented in these
financial statements.
A. Basis of measurement:
The financial statements have been prepared on an
accrual basis and are based on historical cost and do
not take into account changing money values except
where specifically stated.
B. Income tax:
The association is a not-for-profit organisation and
is exempt from income tax under section 50-45 of the
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
C. Cash and cash equivalents:
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand,
deposits, held at call with banks, other short-term 		
highly liquid investments with original maturities
cash within three months.
D.		 Income recognition:
Revenue Sponsorship revenue is recognised at the
date of the activity for which sponsorship is provided
or to the amount of any expenditure relating to that
activity if that expenditure is incurred prior to that
activity. Membership income is recognised on 		
invoicing. All other forms of
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		 revenue are recognised on their receipt. At period end,
any sponsorship moneys not recognised as income
are carried in the balance sheet as ‘Unearned /
deferred income’.
E.		 Goods and services tax (GST):
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net
of the amount of GST. Receivables and payables are
stated inclusive of GST.
F.		 Accounts receivable:
Accounts receivable include amounts from customers
for services rendered and members for annual
membership fees due. All accounts receivable are
reviewed on a monthly basis and are expected to
be collected full. All receivables are expected to be
collected within a 12-month period and classified
as current assets.
G. Accounts payable:
Accounts payable represent the liability for goods 		
and services received that remain unpaid. Accounts
payables are paid within 30 days of a liability being
recognised.
H. Fixed assets and stock:
The association does not hold any fixed assets or 		
items of stock on its balance sheet. Any small value
purchases below $300 or stationery stock purchases
are expensed at the date of purchase.

2.		 Membership income comprises all income derived
from membership fees from the six classes of 		
membership set out in the association’s constitution.
Membership is a GST-able supply and is stated net of
GST within the membership income line.
3.		 Staff payments comprise payment to the association’s
manager and bookkeeper. Neither the manager nor
the bookkeeper are employees of the association
and hence no employee liabilities are accrued for
their services. Staff payments are allocated between
general operating costs, program delivery costs, or
membership administration costs based on time
spent on each.
4.		 Transactions between related parties are on normal
commercial terms and no more favourable than those
available to other parties.
5.		 No committee members entered into any material
contract the association. There were no loans to 		
committee members.

How to be involved
Vic ICT for Women is an organisation fueled by our wonderful volunteers, members and
partners. There are lots of ways for you to get involved and support our mission.

Become a Member
Add your name to the ranks of the people and companies who are making a difference
and promoting gender equality.
Visit: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/membership-benefits/

Volunteer
Our volunteers power every single one of our activities. We’re looking for all sorts of
skills and help – reach out and connect with us!
Visit: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/programmes/volunteers/

Sponsor
Raise your company’s visibility and support a program at the same time. Sponsorship
opportunities vary in size and scope.
For more info visit: https://www.vicictforwomen.com.au/sponsors-supporters/
Annual Report 2021
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Promotes and supports women throughout their ESTEAM careers
Victorian Women in ICT Network Inc.
G.P.O Box 4572, Melbourne. Vic 3001 Australia
M: 0407457249 E: enquiries@vicictforwomen.com.au
www.vicictforwomen.com.au

